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Futurism
Save 84% off the newsstand price! Modern futurism began at the dawn of the 20th century with a series of essays by H.G. Wells, which he called “Anticipations.” Wells proposed that serious ...
The Origins of Futurism
This question will be addressed at Futurism of the Past, the themed exhibition of the Beijing Contemporary Art Expo's Story section. The exhibition opening on June 15 at the Beijing Exhibition Center ...
'Futurism of the Past' focus of Beijing Contemporary Art Expo show
The Grey Lady posted an out-of-this-world online article Tuesday claiming the fruit had been discovered on the Red Planet.
New York Times writes bogus claim of watermelons found on Mars
The largest exhibition of art from the Futurism movement ever assembled in Croatia 'Futurism, Dynamism and Colour' is the largest collection of art from the Futurism movement ever assembled in ...
Futurism, Dynamism and Colour
One of the leading figures of Italian Futurism, Giacomo Balla turned his home into proof of his idea that art should live in all things.
In Rome, an Apartment Rich in Color and History Opens to the Public
¹ It was a time of intense politicization, in which it... 2 Futurism at the Front: Futurist Military and Combat Experiences 2 Futurism at the Front: Futurist Military and Combat Experiences (pp. 50-87 ...
Italian Futurism and the First World War
The photographer and filmmaker is pioneering the field of Yemeni Futurism. Her new work is currently on virtual view at the Benton Museum at Pomona College, in Alia Ali: Project Series 53 ...
Alia Ali’s Yemeni Futurism
Though more than half the size of Earth, Mars is apparently not big enough to prevent friction from arising between the two robotic exploration vehicles that successfully landed on the ...
Rick Steelhammer: Rovers to rumble? Space nerds fantasize over galactic Battlebot bout
As a result, most of his recipes are inedible. So to bring Futurism to the dinner plate, OPEN essentially worked in reverse. It took seemingly unpalatable items and turned them into innovative ...
SFMOMA Futurism banquet a food flight
Titled “Ancient Futurism,” the presentation features an immense body of work including paintings, sculptures and installations. The artist started painting murals around his hometown of Miami ...
Graffiti Pioneer RAS TERMS Launches "Ancient Futurism" Solo Exhibition
Ed Hudgins, Heartland Fellow and Founder of the Human Achievement Alliance, joins the show to talk about the potential technological breakthroughs in the health care industy, the energy industry, and ...
297. Futurism in Health Care, Energy, and Space Travel
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — The Wild Dancing West contemporary dance festival ends this weekend at the North Fourth Art Center with Double Vision, from San Francisco. Led by artistic directors Sean ...
Dance Review: Double Vision: To Futurism and Back Again (June 2)
Solos, Amazon’s newly launched sci-fi series, is unlike anything else on the small screen. Creator David Weil’s vision of the future unfolds via episodes that focus on and feature a single ...
Helen Mirren on Solos’ Sci-Fi Futurism and Her Character’s Dior Wardrobe
This is a unique work. "Airplanes Dive Over Enemy Skies" Italian Futurism Futurist Transportation Plane Guglielmo “Tato” Sansoni (Italian, 1896 – 1974) "Airplanes Dive Over Enemy Skies (Aerei in ...
"Airplanes Dive Over Enemy Skies" Italian Futurism Futurist Transportation Plane, ca. 1930s
Stewart Brand (foreground, left) is the subject of 'We Are As Gods.' (Courtesy SFFILM) For a younger man’s take on futurism, SFFILM gives us Dash Shaw’s color-drenched animated feature Cryptozoo, a ...
Now Playing! SFFILM Festival Returns With Crime, Futurism, Sexual Revolutions and More
For the red carpet, Henderson styled the entertainer’s hair in a triple-braided ponytail look that was secured at the ends to create a buoyant effect. For her baby hair, he ornately laid two ...
Doja Cat’s 2021 Billboard Music Awards Hair Look Was Inspired By “Afro-Futurism”
One of your neighbors posted in Business. Click through to read what they have to say. (The views expressed in this post are the author’s own.) ...
Singularity University Launches New Enterprise
Singularity University, the global learning and innovation community, today announced the formation of Singularity Group, a new, strategic corporate structure that will ...
Singularity University Launches New Enterprise to Create Positive Impact for a Billion People
This month, the Irish singer turned 60 – and her popularity belies how radical her Celtic futurism really is Last modified on Thu 27 May 2021 14.29 EDT With the plinking, clipped synths and ...
Enya’s greatest songs – ranked!
The Heartland Institute's Donald Kendal, Jim Lakely, and Nate Myers, are joined by Ed Hudgins in episode 297 of the In the Tank Podcast. Ed Hudgins, Heartland Fellow and Founder of the Human ...
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